Honda gxv120 parts diagram

Part Number: ZE In Stock, 2 available. In Stock, 14 available. Ships in 1 - 14 business days. In
Stock, 3 available. Part Number: PB In Stock, 1 available. Part Number: ZA In Stock, 7 available.
Part Number: In Stock, 15 available. In Stock, 6 available. Part Number: ZE6-W Part Number:
Z4M Part Number: Z0T In Stock, 8 available. In Stock, 18 available. In Stock, 4 available. In
Stock, 5 available. Part Number: ZH7-W Part Number: ZK7-S In Stock, 13 available. Part Number:
ZG9-J In Stock, 11 available. Part Number: H. Part Number: G. Part Number: ZH Part Number: ZK
In Stock, 20 available. Part Number: A. Part Number: ZG9-T Part Number: ZG9-U In Stock, 9
available. Part Number: ZE7-M Part Number: ZG In Stock, 10 available. Part Number: VA Part
Number: A1-ZE Backorder: No ETA. In Stock, 12 available. This video will help you replace the
spark plug on a small engine which will help get your gas powered equipment up and running
again. This repair video will instruct you how to repair a dirty or damaged spark arrestor on your
small engine. With so many engines on the market, matching Honda small engine parts requires
a little extra accuracy and know-how. Shopping Cart. Submit Search. Sign in Sign in with
Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart. Restore a saved shopping cart. Preferred
Partners of. Continue Shopping Proceed to Checkout. Search within model. Page A. Add to
Cart. Page B. Camshaft Assy. Valve- In. Valve- Ex. Page C. Carburetor Assy. Page D. Switch
Assy. Page E. Ring Set, Piston 0. Ring Set- Piston - 0. Piston - 0. Rod Assy. Page F. Pan Assy.
Governor Assy. Washer-Drain Plug O-Ring - Page G. Guide- Ex. Page H. Page I. Coil Assy. Cap
Assy. Page J. Page K. Page L. Page M. Page N. Starter Assy. Popular Parts. Spark Plug. Tube
Clip. Flange Bolt. Key-Special Woodruffx Spacer- Carburetor. Engine Parts. Repair Guides.
Quick Fix: How to Replace the Spark Plug in a Small Engine This video will help you replace the
spark plug on a small engine which will help get your gas powered equipment up and running
again. Accessories for the Honda GXV No questions have been asked yet. Ask a question. Ask
our experts a question about this part and we will respond as soon as we can. Join our VIP
email list to receive money-saving-advice and special discounts. Model Number Recommended.
Submit your question. Thank you for your question! Our experts will get back to you as soon as
they can. Ask Another Question. Continue Shopping. Sign up. Thank you! Your email, , has
been added to our mailing list. We were unable to add your email to our mailing list. Millions of
Parts From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer Service. The Honda GXV is a cc 7. The Honda
GXV engine has an OHV overhead valve design; horizontal type carburetor with butterfly valve;
centrifugal mechanical governor; heavy-duty recoil or electric starter and transistorized
magneto ignition system. The cylinder bore is The engine produced 4. The Honda GXV motor
has cast iron cylinder sleeve, ball bearing supported forged steel crankshaft. The piston has
two compression rings and one oil ring. Precision camshaft design offers precise valve timing
and optimal valve overlap for better fuel efficiency. We try to use verified sources and official
documentation, however, differences between sources or errors in entering information may
occur. We do not provide advice on technical issues related to the engines operation or repair.
We do not recommend using provided information for engines repairing engines or spare parts
ordering, use only official service manuals and spare-parts catalogs. Be the first to comment
Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Contact As. Dear visitors, this site is not a trading platform, an
official dealer or a spare parts supplier, so we do not have any price lists or spare parts
catalogs. We are an information portal and provide the technical specifications of gasoline and
diesel engines. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok
with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to
improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the
cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are as essential
for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help
us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your
browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
Necessary Necessary. Hello, Jack! I found your blog by way of Gardenweb while doing some
searching for resources on my newly acquired HR that came my way via the local thrift shop. I
think it is around a vintage. I am going to pull the drive apart tomorrow and clean everything up.
Anyway, your link to the shop manual was simply awesome. Writing this comment to let you
know that there are readers out there who appreciate your efforts, not including the bozo above
trying to sell lawnmowers. Yes, we know you can buy nice lawnmowers. Some of us are
interested in cool mower history. My HR is an SM model with the electric start. Anyway, thank
you again. Glad to find your blog. Hey VMC-glad to hear it helped! You're probably on the right
track with the transmission-a stuck cable can easily cause the issue. Can you let me know what

kind of battery you end up with? I'd love to get one but you're right about the cost! We have a
single owner HR and it works so good that I bought another to rebuild. The problem is I need a
transmission assembly. This assembly is hard to find. Hello, I am getting my neighbors hr SX in
tip-top shape. My last issue I am having is the transmission shift lever not staying in the 2 HI
position. The spring pulls the lever back. Any thoughts? It looks like all the parts are there and I
have tried adjusting the cable. The bolt is tight. Maybe too tight? Thanks in advance! It makes a
difference how the spring is inserted into the shift lever. The long side of the spring should be
on the lever side and the factory kink or bend before the hook should bend toward the ground.
The shift lever will then "over-center" into the 2 position and remain there until manually
changed. I had the factory kink or bend going in the up position. I have read on other sites that
some people were having the same issue but did not post any solution. Hope this helps. Thanks
for the tip. I had the same problem. The reason for the spring orientation mattering is that one
way the spring coils rest over the lever pivot mechanism and the other way they clear the
mechanism. The former prevents the lever from locking in high speed mode and the latter
allows locking in both speeds Obvious once you see what happens in both positions. Subtle,
but important, difference. Hi Folks, I am new to this post. I have an HR that I bought in the s and
the engine is still going strong. The issue I am now encountering is the rear drive wheels, which
are plastic, are starting to crack and as a result the drive system cant work. Will replacing the
rear wheels, if possible, fix the problem or is this a major issue? I'd do some troubleshooting
first. Unless the rear wheels are cracked badly enough that the axel is just spinning on the hub
I'm not sure how they would stop the drive system from functioning! The wheels and tires are
still available. Thanks Jack, for this. I currently cut my lawn with my HRsx that my father bought
new in Still have the receipts from when it was purchased. I hope to do a re ring and new head
on it since it smokes on startup. That's a great heirloom Skip, so cool that you have the original
receipts! Yes, the re-ring definitely helps with smoking on startup Keep us updated! Hello, I
purchased a Honda HR from a local thrift store to work on as a project. Starts perfectly howeve
it cuts out when I try to engage the blades. A couple of times the blades did engage but it then
died after a few metres of cutting. Any help would be much appreciated. Hi Tony. I'd take a look
at the fuel system and governor system. There is an inline fuel filter in the tank to check, and
after that I'd probably just clean the carb and look at the linkage to the governor is pretty
simple, but let me know if you need any pics of one that is set up correctly. I'm looking for some
guidance to help me remove the carburetor from my HR It started leaking gas from the bowl and
I need to figure out why. Any help on this maintenance would be appreciated! Download the
service manual above-there are detailed descriptions of how to remove the carb! If it just started
leaking I'd check the fuel hose and then the float inside the bowl New to blog. Our HR purchase
back in 80's has been leaking oil. Not sure the problem and where it is coming out of motor. Not
at oil input spout. Thanks, Steve. I would check a couple of places. One is at the dipstick tube
where it meets the engine block sounds like you did this already , and the other is under the
mower deck itself at where the crank comes out of the block and attaches to the blade drive.
This seal is called the main seal and can leak quite a bit of oil when it goes bad. If you find a
puddle of oil under the deck, but not on it, it's probably the main seal. Two other possible
places are where the drive shaft comes out of the rear of the engine under the black plastic
cover , and where the governor rod comes out of the block on the side of the engine that has
the carburetor. Let us know what you find! Hi all! The owner states that the mower has less than
40 hours on it and the pics depict a mower that looks almost new. I have no idea what the value
of one of these mowers is today and thought I might solicit the wisdom of the contributors on
this blog. Honestly, I have no idea either. A used working example goes for between and where I
am, but most have worn rings, stretched cables, etc. If you buy it, post some pics here! Most
problems with the Blade Brake Clutch have to do with the bicycle cable that runs from the
handle to the clutch itself. Check out the service manual to learn how to adjust it! I just found a
Honda HR on the side of the road! It is complete and I love it. I'm going to have to completely
restore it. But it reeks class. Let us know if you have any questions, and make sure to download
the service manual at the top of the page. The blade clutch on my HR stopped engaging. I tried
adjusting the cable stop but it looks like the cable is frozen. I tested the movement on the clutch
end and the lever is free but cable is not free. Tried lubricant on both ends but I believe I need to
replace the cable. My problem is in figuring out how to remove the cable from the handle. I see
where it fits in behind the tension piece but it doesn't want to slip out of the handle piece.
Should I remove something in order to release the cable or just use more force? Similar issue
on the clutch end I have the "T" end free but it doesn't want to come away from the holder. Of
course, this isn't the newer type with ears that can be compressed. Looks like it is being held
with a "collar" of some sort. Many thanks! My mower's clutch cable also was frozen, but I kept
putting some penetrating swap down the cable and after a few days of doing this, it started to

get better and kept on with this practice and after a few weeks, it was working like normal. I had
the time to wait it out and didn't want to mess with the replacement option. It is pretty ancient
but still runs well. I would like to service it myself since I am pretty handy. I was glad to find this
thread. Yes, the manual is the same for all HR motors. Spark plugs arn't difficult, just make sure
to get the correct one and don't over tighten it. If you don't have a torque wrench then put it in
"finger tight" and then go an additional half turn with a socket and wrench. Check page 14 in the
service manual linked above. Come back if you have any questions! Thought you might like to
hear about my HR non roto stop model from '86, owned by me from new but used commercially
for a couple of years so a lot of mileage, when I moved on in my career it became the one I took
home. It has never apart from regular oil changes and filters ever had anything replaced, not
even a pull rope, this year it started and stalled, couldn't find the problem so thought it was the
end of the road, rebuilt carb changed oil filters still did the same changed spark plug, running
like new, the spark plug had also never been changed, the one thing I overlooked as it never
appeared worn and kept its gap, they truly are great machines. I never had a single problem with
six others used commercially including HR and the little, now discontinued push poly deck 2
and half HP mower How cool is that! Not many original owners around any more. The s have a
way of becoming favorites-not too powerful, but not to heavy either. Enoy it! A family friend
gave me his HR a couple of years ago. Said it was the first mower he ever bought back in the
80's and he's never had a problem and has never changed the oil or filter! The tread is starting
to come off the wheels and the front wheels are bowing out. I think I might need to replace the
whole wheel assembly as well. Give that poor machine an oil change first! The front wheels
have been bowing out on mine for 10 years now-it's not a big deal. I think to fix it you'd have to
put in new bearings. Just order replacement tires for the rear wheels-those are the ones that
provide power. The front tires on mine are both split as well, it doesn't harm anything to leave
them that way. If you don't want it, put it on craigslist for a hundred bucks and somebody will
buy it. I would check around with some of your local repair shops. They may have some used
wheels sitting around you could buy for a fair price. Ask if you can see their "bone yard". That's
a pretty good idea too! Maybe I'll keep mine the next time I swap 'em out. I am going to replace
the blade and was wondering if anybody has swapped to a newer style of blade more mulching
action, for example over the traditional VA I think there is a kit available, but have never tried it.
When I looked a few years ago the blade kit was available, but I think that the plug that fit in the
deck was no longer available. Picked up a for 40 bucks. Has bagger and electric start. All good
except for smoky startup. Do the valve guides leak too? It stops heavy smoking after awhile, but
smells like it is still burning oil. Seems like a nice mower worth fixing and keeping. No, the valve
guides are usually fine. I actually purchased the reamer tool and refurbished a head-there was
no difference in smoke. It's almost certainly the rings on the engine. However I cannot get it to
stop surging, I have cleaned the carb probably 7 times at this point with no luck still. Just for
giggles I held the governed in place and it runs smooth, so what could be the issue here? I
actually figured this one out, the linkage between the governor and the carb was not closing all
the way, so I bent the rod a bit and now it is running great once it is warm, it idles correctly and
will only surge at full throttle when it is cold. Now I just need a bag for mine or the discharge
chute. Mine still has a little surge on startup on full throttle. The surge goes away after a few
seconds so I haven't played with it. You can still buy new discharge chutes but the quality isn't
as good as the old ones. New Bags I think are same as old, but check the reccomendations for
lawn care in your area-it's probably best to let the grass lay! I have a HR, owned since new. I
decided to replace the tires, and just received 4 new Honda tires from Zeigler Motorsports. Very
nice quality. It is easy to cut off the old tires. Installing the new ones seems almost impossible. I
tried: soaking one in hot water; turning the tire inside out; holding the wheel in a vice; and using
a C clamp to hold the sidewall down. I do not want to cut part of the sidewall away if I do not
have to. Does anyone know the magic moves? Very frustrating. Sorry CB love your username! I
just put two new tires on mine and the solution was simple-use a couple of really long screw
drivers and don't be afraid of really putting some stretch into the new tires-don't worry, they
won't break. Good luck! Hi CB. I also replaced the 4 Honda tires not long ago. After 33 years,
this is my 3rd set. I put two tires in a ziplock bag then put them in boiling water for 10 minutes to
soften them. Remove from the water and wear gloves. Then, I used 2 long screwdrivers to pry
them over the rim. This was pretty easy, but work fast while the tires are warm. Brought it home
and it works perfect. The only issue and I'm not sure to mess with it, it only runs in 2nd speed
even if in the 1st positon. Since 2nd is a comfortable walking speed I may just leave well enough
alone. I look forward to many more years of use with this mower. Thanks for all the links to
manuals and tips. Hey Sam, I would start by checking the linkage to make sure that when you
move the lever at the handle it's also moving the lever on the transmission-these bicycle cables
stretch over time so you might try tightening it. After that take a look at the transmission rebuild

instructions-there is a link at the top of this page. As an FYI, I barely ever use 1st gear. I am
repairing an HRsx and I can't seem to get the spring clip to slide onto the cable barrel on the
clutch side of the cable and stay. Is there a special tool or trick to getting that attached to the
stop bar? Hi I just discovered this site. Very Cool. This mower has never let me down. Living in
SoCal, I am cutting grass with this mower once a week, 12 months of the year, 33 years. My kids
grew up using this lawnmower. This lawnmower could outlive me. Here's my problem: After I
opened the fuel valve, gas came pouring down onto the deck. After removing the air filter
assembly, I noticed that the fuel was flowing out of the throttle body throat and flowing out of a
small port to the left of the throat I assume this must be an overflow port. Closing the fuel valve
stopped the leaking fuel. Is this sound like a stuck float? Or something else? Would you
recommend I rebuild the carb and focus on the floats or just replace the entire carb assembly. I
assume that some of the springs and the gaskets may need replacing. Thanks in advance.
Honda hr resources, repair manual and troubleshooting tips. Here is a list of the best resources
that I've found for the honda hr and the honda gxv engine that powers it. Many of these same
resources are good for the honda hr and the honda hr as well. If you're having trouble with your
Honda mower, let us know in the comments and we'll try to h
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gmc 90
2007 kia sorento radio wiring diagram
elp you out! Honda GXV Service manual -This is the service manual for the hr's engine-in three
languages no less! It should also work for HR and Hr Transmissions. Honda GX Carb cleaning
video -How cool is this? Bwdbrn1 posted this on the "my tractor forum"; its a 8 minute video
showing how to take apart and clean a honda gxv carb! Honda HR Owner's Manual -This is the
owners manual for the mower, which is different from the shop manual. Email This BlogThis!
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